EASTBOUND LANE OF BRITTON TO CLOSE MONDAY, AUGUST 12TH

Please Pardon Our Progress!

Please be advised that eastbound Britton Road will be closed to through traffic on Monday, August 12 from May Avenue to Pennsylvania Avenue in The Village. The westbound lane of Britton Road from Pennsylvania Avenue to May Avenue will be reopened to traffic.

Drivers are asked to avoid detouring through residential neighborhoods and to observe detour options. (see map below)

Eastbound traffic from May should use Hefner Road or Wilshire Boulevard. The eastbound lane of Britton Road will remain open from Pennsylvania to the east. Access will remain open to businesses on Britton Road throughout the remainder of the project.

Residents are encouraged to continue to support our local businesses especially during this construction period.

ODOT expects the project to be completed by mid-November 2019, in spite of weather and other delays.

For more information, call the City of The Village at 405-751-8861 or 405-751-4933.
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